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and to venture In the
highest sense 11 precisely to become con1ciou1 of one's self.
Kierkegaard

To venture causes anxiety, but not to venture
11 to lose one'• self'. ..

Vol. XII Number 7

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

October 28, 1971

COUNCIL DOWNS
BOND ISSUE
The motion for NSC Council to oppose the upcoming
Higher Education Bond Issue
was passed Oct. 22 at the Friday night session. The motion,
brought to the floor by Herb
Yardley, received a 22-3 vote.
In voting, many council members cast abstention ballots;
however, abstentions go to the
prevailing side which was the
side favoring opposition, resulting in the large majority
wm.
The Bond Issue proposes to
allot N.fs state colleges
• monies to construct new buildings and to improve and renovate existing buildings.
Representative Ken Wilson expounded upon the disadvantages which · Council believes
. will result with the passage of
the Bond Issue. Mr. Wilson
concluded, "With the new
buildings will come plans for
increased enrollment which
wi\\ result in crowded conditions." He continued to say
that too many new students
will be admitted before the
buildings are fully built,
"destroying the 16 to 1 ratio of
faculty to student." Mr.
Wilson also remarked, "Just
building buildings is not an
indication you will have a
sound education." Another
member added that no one
ever checked to see if former

bond issues' monies had gone
for what they were intended.
Recently, Council President
DiFerdinando was informed
of an impending hike in NSC
tuition costs. He was informed
that the rate could, in fact,
double. DiFerdinando informed Council that he
planned to arrange a meeting
with Governor cahill to discuss this rise in tuition.
In referring to both the tuition increase and the Bond
Issue, DiFerdinando told
Council, "The two are separate entities. The Bond Issue
does not relate to tuition; it
has nothing to do with operating the buildings as does tuition. If the Bond Issue passes,
the tuition will still rise."
While discussing further
business, Council members
were assigned the task of obtaining from their constituents
impressions and opinions of
the General Education Revisions. Ken Wilson, representing the College Curricu1um Committee, recommended that concrete evidence

in support of the revision be
available on Nov. 5th when
the Curriculum Committee
would attend questions and
statements referring to the
suggested revisions.
With direct reference to Ken
Wilson, President DiFer-

dinando said, "this (the GE moved that the line item
revisions) is the finest piece of "miscellaneous" appearing on
work done by a student at all budgets be out to $5 for all
organizations. However, each
NSC."
The revision, if approved, organization can apply for
would be initiated in the '72- additional funds if needed.
Wanda Kolodziej, treasurer
'73 academic year. It would
pertain to all classes presently of Stu. Org. was nominated by
enrolled. The students have the Chair and approved by
the option of following either Council to be Finance Board's
the new revisions or continu- new Chairman. Steve Wance
due .to "outside commitments"
ing with the old requirements.
The members present at this was forced to resign as the
Council meeting approved
and passed 12 student
organizations' budgets. Community Coalition's, the Independent's, and the .Memorabilia's budgets causes debate
on the council floor and a vote
Last Saturday night in the
was necessary to have these
budgets passed. Council TP A, I witnessed a concert
that ran the musical gamut
from the sublime to the ridiculous. It was the first in a projected series of "showcase concerts" sponsored by CCB and
were turned down.
starred The Hello People and
Long-range goals will be Revival.
determined by the members of
Revival, another dreary
S.D.S. They may relate to the little country comatose group,
Vietnam War, racism, repres- opened the show with a whimsion, exploitation of workers, per. Armed only with dimples
or any one of many issues. and average country-r6ckAny student may come to CSN& Y-Poco-Grateful DeadS.D.S. meetings and work Micky Dolenz material, they
with them on any activity with- bombarded the audience with
out obligation to join. If any sterotype-itus. The group
students are interested in join- delivered their material with
ing or supporting S.D.S., all the grace and slickness
they're invited to come to the found in a ninth grade assemnext meeting.
bly show and, judging from
the audience's reaction, they weren't very far off in their
aim.
Bill Graham closed the Fillmore recently because he felt
audiences had little or no taste
and would applaud for virtually anybody or anything. Had
Bill witnessed the goings on
Saturday prior to his decision,
The final freshmen election not only would he have shut
results for class officers are as down the two Fillmores, but
he might have been moved to
follows:
open a few more just for the
President: Brian Molsake of closing them! Egad!
foy-183*, Ishan Wiggins- 89
Hearing the audience go berVice-president: Mark Mc- serk at the likes of Revival's
renditions of "Good Lovin' "
Grath- 176*, Glen Beard- 96
Recording Secretary: Ellen (by the Rascals), and "casey
Swickle- 144*, Dianne Voor- Jones" (by them old country
dullards, The Dead), was
hees- 117
enough to make one spit up on
Continued on page 2

MORONS MARR 'MIMES
AS HELLO PEOPLE EXCELL

SDS CHAPTER FORMED HERE
Although the days of Mark
Rudd and the Columbia rebellion are long gone, S.D.S. is
definitely still around. Students for a Democratic Society was formed about ten
years ago and has been responsible for a countless number of
campus and street actions.
The much publicized split that
occurred in 1969 may have
weakened S.D.S., but all three
factions, the Revolution
Youth Movement II, S.D.S.,
and the Weathermen, are still
in existence.
.I
The faction that is known as
S.D.S. differing from the
other two in its politics and
tactics, seeks to build a
worker-student alliance in
order to fight racism, imperialism, exploitation, unemployment, as well as numerous
other negative aspects of our
society. The national S.D.S.
headquarters in Chicago publishes New Left Notes for all
the local chapters throughout
the U.S., however, it does not
dictate policy for the local
chapters. The other wellknown faction, txe Weathermen, still exists but is virtually
impossible to contact because
the Weathermen are all underground. They haven't claimed

responsibility for any recent
bombings, however, tlw
Youth Internation Party has
received several notes from
Wea therm en.
S.D.S. in Newark State will
work for the worker-student
alliance and sell New Left
Notes. Their first activity will
be the circulation of a petition
that demands that the Administration create 450 new jobs
in the work-study program, a
wage boost to $2.25 an hour
from the current $1. 75 an
hour, and a minimum of fifteen hours for each student.
S.D.S. decided to take this action when the fact that many
students who appllieci for jobs

TODAY

1:40-3:00

PRESIDENT WEISS'
LISTENING POST
ALL INVITED

SLOAN LOUNGE

head of the Board.
Another turnover in office
was the resignations of Bob
Travaglione
and
Ricki
Kubish, Co-Chairmen of Community Coalition. Both resigned due to "internal pressures." A new Chairman is
now needed and Bob DiFerdinando asks the "council members who showed such interest
in the coalition to help in selection_of a new chairman." ·

FROSH
ELECTION
NEWS

one's shoe. "Mediocrity at it's
highest level" should become
·the motto of this school since
it is practiced not only academically but socially also. Phew!
The Hello People, in direct .
contrast, were superb. (A very
pleasa,nt surprise, at that.)
This five' man group has been
around ·for a few years now,
fluctuating in size and membership, but has never
sounded better. The group, incorporating some very fine
jazz, folk, country, and rock in
their musical style, tops everything off by adding a large
dose of pantomime to the act.
Their delivery is smooth and
sophisticated, yet always spontaneous and fun.
Beginning slowly, the group
worked its way in and out of
musical marvels including the
jazzy "Jelly Jam," folk ballads
"A Love Song" and "Pass Me
By," with acapella arrangements of "Spiro Agnew" and
"Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star." Watching the group
work was amazing. Utilizing
alto and tenor saxes, acoustic
and electric guitar, bass,
organ, clarinet and recorder,
they were able to cover a wide
span of musical interest. The
audience was never bored with
the band, who did a gratifying
long set, and called them back
for an encore.
The only sour note hit during the concert was caused,
not by the group, but by a
Continued on page~
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MORONS VS. MIMES
Continued from page 1

small representation of NSC
morons who haunt every concert held here. The Hello
People, a musical mime
troupe in design, were constantly and visably annoyed
by idiots in the audience who
felt that this concert, as all con-

ELECTIO NS
Continued from page 1

Corresponding Secretary:
Ann Kosser- 39, Maria Vizcarrondo- 74, Eileen Pisano- 153*
Treasurer: Chuckie Griffi n- 115, Kathy Hunter- 153*
Those running fo r positi ons
on Council fro m the class of
'75 on Thursday, October 28th
are as fo llows:
Position on Ballot!) Linda Orlando
2) Harold Williams
3) Gary Schwartz
4) Laurel Maslo
5) Jay Gerstler
6) Alice Ann Hoeft
7) Cindy Wojton
8) Alice Bongiovanni
9) Mike Gonzalez
10) Jerry Polk
l l) Mary Jane Leonard
12) Paul Addeo
13) Leslie Binetti
14) Joe Britt
15) Levi Shockley
16) Jim MacConchie
17) Jean F orstenhausler .
18) Bill Crum
19) Otis Hall
20) Gary Kantrowitz
21) Jim Colucci
22) lshan Wiggins
23) Maureen Flanagan
24) Barbara Hoiditz
25) Joe Cecere
26) Jerry Riehl
27) Bob Dopko
28) Susan Rosenhof
29) AI Henderson
30) Chuckie Griffin
Freshmen will be asked to
select 24 of these thirty candidates for Council positions.
These twelve will then be assembled October 28th at 5:00
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge for
a specicl meeting. A Freshmen
Class Me!!ting will be held during the free hour on Tuesday,
November 2nd, in the College
Center.
Any questions, contact Bob
Powers through the Student
Org. offices.

NSSO
AGENDA
Oct. 25, 8:00 pm - Lecture
by Dr. M.A. Hayat: "Electron
Microscopy in Medicine and
at the Atomic Level".
Oct. 25, 7:30 pm - NSSO
Business Meeting.
Nov. 1, 7:00 pm - NSSO
Business Meeting.
Nov. 6, 8:30 am-8 pm Trip: Bioherm
Nov. 8, 8:00pm - Lecture
by Dr. Nitty: "Pollution".
Nov. 15, 7:00 pm - NSSO
Business Meeting
Nov. 22, 8:00 pm - Lecture
by Dr. R. Flora: "Enzymes".

certs apparently, was designed
for audience participation.
Yelling at the stage, verbal
sound effects, and generally
trite behavior abounded. At .
one point during the show,
one member of the band sang
out that "Since this is mime I
can't talk to you but I can
sing. And if you can't read this
sign and you're in college,
you're pre tty STUPID."
Exactly. In the future, it might
be a good idea for CCB ushers
to remove all strutting
clownies from the audience
and give them a free pass to
j uvenile jury or some other intellectual haven where they
can mentally masturbate without bothering anyone.
Despite junior frolics in the
audience (nice going P.G.),
The Hello People proved to be
an amazingly inventive and
musically solid group. T he
interaction between sax and
guitar and the harmonies,
both vocal and instrumental
were fascinating. All in all,
The Hello People put on one
of the best concerts I've seen in
a hell of a long time. I can only
hope aloud that they'll be
booked for a return engagement soon for indeed they are
some of the finest musicians
ever to be ushered in by CCB.

EVE:

DAY FOR
WOMEN
Career Day, presented by
EVE, took place in Down's
Hall, Wednesday, October 20,
1971. EVE is an acronym for
Employment, Volunteer, and
Education Opportunities for
Women. The EVE office is located on the second floor of
the Kean Building.
The
afternoon
panel
included speakers from diverse careers including Art
Teacher, Telephone Interviewer, Social Worker, Supervisor; School of Certified Lab
Assistants in Perth Amboy
General Hospital. Each member of the panel talked about
her educational background,
how she began in her field, and
how she reached her present
position, as well as discussing
the various aspects of her
career. Most women stressed
the importance of the cooperation they received from their
families. The general advice
was to begin by looking for a
job and, if necessary, further
their education. It was stated
in numerous manners that
once in a business, each woman should decide on her
goal. Most women on the
panel were in their field at a
lower level and were present
when a better opportunity became available to them.

Notice

Man of La Mancha is
coming to Newark State College on November 11, 12, 13,
18, 19 and 20! This in itself is
exciting news, but Theatre
Guild is particularly pleased to
announce that this production
will bring several firsts to
Newark State audiences. For
the first time in Theatre Guild
history, there will be six nights
of production instead of the
usual three nights. This will
give more people the opportunity to share in this
inspirational experience. The

Social Welfare
!st Meeting
Thurs. Oct. 28
Willis-401
1:40
'

College Music Department
has announced that the accompaniment for Man of La
Mancha will be provided by
an exclusive
all-college
orchestra. This is a break from
tradition, as in the past
orchestras for musicals have
been composed of people outside the college community as
well as students and facul ty
members. All costumes for
Man of La Mancha will be designed especially for Theatre
Guild and provided by Brooks
Van Horn of New York. This

YAUGHN•EAMES
DEDICATED
The Lenore Vaughn-Eames
building "is a symbol of
beauty, poetry, life and art an aspiration of humanity."
President Nathan Weiss so described the new NSC building
at the dedication ceremony on
Oct. 21.
Dr. Stephen Haselton,
Dean of the School of Arts
and Sciences outlines the three
purposes of the building: (I) to
further fine arts and performing arts; (2) to give the faculty
the opportunity to broaden
the curriculum; (3) to enrich
·the lives ofNSC students.

James J an-Tausch. Dr. J anTausch, a personal friend , related to the audience her
achievements in the field of
education. Dr. Vaughn-Eames
is also distinguished for her
work in furthering the·
interests of the handi-capped.
In the opinion of Dr. VaughnEames, the building enables
the students to make greater
contributions to the fine arts
field and to themselves.
The Newark State Concert
Band under Professor Walter
H. Price closed the ceremony
with "Silner Quill" and
marked the beginning of an
open art exhibit in Lenore
Vaughn-Eames Hall from
October 22 to November 23.

will add .to the splendor and
professionalism of the production. But, perhaps the most
noteworthy change in tradition will be the appearance of
Mr. James R. Murphy on the
stage of the T.P.A. Mr.
Murphy will be acting and
singing the role of the barber.
This performance alone
promises to be well worth the
price of admission, which by
the way, is free for students.
The box office in the lobby of
the T.P.A. will be open from
9:00 to 5:00 starting November I st. A very large ticket sale
is expected, so be sure to get
your tickets early. You won't
want to miss this once-m-alifetime experience.

BLOOD
BANK
SCHEDULES
DONERS

The Newark State AllCollege Blood Bank will
schedule donors for the
November 30th drive, beginning on Monday, Nov. 1.
Scheduling will continue until
November 29 in order that the
goal of 250 donors be reached.
A table will be set up in the
Student Center during this
time for those students and
members of the Faculty or
Administration who wish to
sign up.
The Blook Bank will be in
operation from 10 am until 3
pm on Tuesday, November 30
in the TV Lounge. The
schedule will be divided into
fifteen minute periods between
by the ensemble member John these hours. Donors will sign
up for the time most
Pillarella.
The 3 performing pianists convenient to them. Donors
are Elroy Peare (of Rahway), must be eighteen years or
music sophomore, Beverly· older. Those who are under 21
Barrows (of Irvington), · a are required to return a
music sophmore transfer from permission slip, signed by
Temple University. Opening parent or guardian, on the day
the program, Mr. Peare will of the drive. These slips will be
perform D. Kabalevsky , available during the schedulSonatina in C Major, Op. 13, ing period.
The Blood Bank covers all
No. I. Miss Barrows will play
those
associated with the colF. Chopin, Prelude in Db
Major, Op. 28, No. 15. Mr. lege community. Students,
Trokan will end the recital per- faculty, administration and
forming 2 compositions: W.A. families will be insured blood
Mozart, Sonata in A Major, K with the minimum cost of
for
processing.
331 , and J . Brahms, Rapsody $17 .50
However,
the
Blood
Bank canin g minor, Op. 79, No. I.
not
be
a
success
unless
the
*In the composition of
John Pillarella those in the goal of 250 pints is reached. If
brass ensemble named above anyone has any questions conwill be joined by Nicholas cerning the blood bank or
Bayak (of Cranford), trom- scheduling, they are asked to
bone; Randall Hunt ( of contact either Ann Hesly
Piscataway), euphonium; and Chairman (mailbox 773 or
David Uhrig (of Union), Gary De Carolis, co-chairman
(mailbox 560).
tympani.

1st MONTHLY STUDENT
RECITAL OCT. 29th
The first of a series of
monthly student recitals presented by the Music Department on Fridays at 10:45 am
in TP A 28 will be held on
October 29. Three (3) students
from the studio of Prof. G.
Golub will alternate with the
brass ensemble coached by
Prof. T. Herron.
The brass ensemble, consisting of Peter Korey (of New
Brunswick),
trumpet :
Jonathan Schneider (Elizabeth), trumpet; Irene Johnsen
(Union), horn, and John Pillarella (Newark), trombone,
will play a brass quartet by B.
Bartok; as well as an original
composition in 4 movements,
Four Pieces for Brass Quintet,

HOTLINE
Attention All Students:
For the first time, Newark
State College will offer a help
service to students in the form
of a Hotline. Its basic purpose
will be to refer people in need
of help to good . agencies or
departments throughout the
state.
The Hotline will be in operation from 10 am to 1 am Monday thru Friday. The number
is 527-2330.

Curriculum Committee:

Attendance Mandatory

FIRSTS FOR LA MANCHA

The dedicatory remarks
were followed by a tribute to
Dr. Vaughn Eames by Dr.

CAREER

October 28, 1971

If there are any questions,
see Tom O'Donnell in the
Hotline office which is located
in the College Center Building.
Thank you

INVITATION

The Student History Cornittee (History Club) presents Edmund Club Lecture "The
United States and China:
Past, Present and Future".
November 4th at 1:40 P.M.
Free Hour in Little Theatre.

Jesus of Nazareth
Requests the Honor
Of Your Presem;e
Ata Dinner
To Be Given in His Honor
Every Thursday Afternoon.
Attire is Informal

Mass: Every Thursday at 1:441
pm in Coffee House.
AU are invited to sluu-e and

celebrate tasetller.
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SCATE SPONSOR,ING
COLL.EGE
YOUTH SERVICE BENEFIT NADER'S RAIDERS
ORGANIZED
On February 5, 1971,
S.C.A.T.E. will sponsor a
dance for the benefit of the
Youth Service Corps, a free
tutorial and game program for
the children of the Elizabeth
Avenue area in Elizabeth.
The Youth Service Corps
has now been active for over
one year. During the past
months, it has supplied - free
of charge to the children and
their families - tutoring, game
periods, arts and crafts sessions, and a summer day
camp, which included field
trips to museums, sports
events, zoos and other places

of interest. The program · has
forty active volunteers between the ages of fourteen and
twenty, who work with approximately one hundred
children.
The Union County Jaycees
have also taken an interest in
sponsoring programs through
the Corps. Several of their
members are actively participating in the twice weekly
evening tutoring program
which is now operating on
campus and servicing, at this
point, fifteen children.
Profits from the dance,
which will include all monies

FREE CHESTvice will
X-RAY
forward the x-ray re-

A free chest x-ray will be offered to all juniors, seniors sults to a prospective emand students with positive ployer upon the written retubercular reactions on quest of the student.
The college health service,
THURSDAY, NOV. 4 from
located
in the bookstore build1:30 to 4 P.M. in the bus by the ,
power plant. No appointment ing, is open from 8 A.M. to
is necessary. Members of the 4:30 P ,M. to answer any quessenior class are especially tions about this event.
urged to take advantage of
this free offer inasmuch as the
unit will not return to campus
this year.
· Many boards of education
Faculty and Course Evaluaand business firms require
tion
needs at least one member
applicants to have an x-ray
from
each of the following deprior to employment or for
substitute teaching. In such partments:
Communication Sciences
cases, the college health i;erEarly Childhood Education
Educational Arts and Systems
Educational Policy Sciences
The Executive Board met
Health and Physical EducaOct. 21 during the Free Hour.
tion
It was decided that the Coffee
Industrial Studies
House nite with free entertainSpecial Education and Inment and refreshments will dividualized Services
take place November 6.
Biological Science
(further details will follow
Chemistry Physics
lter).
Earth and Planetary Science
Tentative dates for the beneEconomics and Geography
fit performances are as folEnglish
lows: During Halloween film
Fine Arts
festival, and the last day beForeign Language
fore Christmas vacation-durHistory
ing concert.
Mathematics
The Executive Board and
Music
Junior Class would like to exPhilosophy
tend its thanks once again to
Political Science
Sue "Taddy" King for her time
Psychology
and effort in representing the
Sociology-Anthropology
Junior class as Homecoming
Social Welfare
Queen.
If you are interested in helpChairman of the Coffee
ing out, please contact Jim
House Nite, Vice-president
Harrison. Please leave your
Mike Schiavo, will be looking
name, phone number, mailfor assistance in running the
box number, and major in
event. If you are interested in mailbox No. 68. There will be
helping please contact Mike an important meeting on Nov.
through M.B. No. 2.
2, 1971, in the Alumni Lounge,
The next meeting will b
Student Center, at 1:40.
held November 4, in the Student Organization complex.
ALL ARE INVITED!!
Until then if you have any proTHE JUNIOR CLASS
blems regarding the Junior
class, contact the President
"Coffee
Steve Band, at his office or
House
through the M.B. No. 2.

HELP

NEE-DED

BS FROM '73

Nite"
FREE UNIVERSITY
presents
a lecture on
HIKING AND ECOLOGY
by Ann Lesk
Thursday, December 2,
1971
1:40 PM, Little Theatre

above the price ~f the band,
tickets, and maintenance
costs, will be given to the
Corps. The group is badly in
need of funds to pay for insurance costs on the bus,
which was bought last winter
with funds raised by a cookie
sale.
The dance will be held
February 5, 1971, at 8:00 P.M.
in Down's Hall. Tickets,
which include .a chance on a
ten speed bicycle offered as a
door prize, are $2.00, and are
on sale now, or available at
the door. Secaucus Sky will be
making the music. <;ome!

GRANT

AWARDED
The Director of College
Development at Newark
State, Foster F. Diebold announced the awarding of .a
continued funding grant of
$35,000 to the Special Education Instructional Materials
Center (SEIMC) located on
the campus. The grant was
awarded through the State De-

partment of Education's Bureau of Program Development
and Evaluation.
SEIMC was established last
year under the provisions of
Public Law 91-230 Title VI,
and is part of a network of centers established throughout
the !}ation. It serves as a resource center for those interested in the education of

handicapped children and
houses media materials available to special education teachers, parents and students living in northern New Jersey.
SEIMC also provides several
in-service workshops each
year which feature consultants
on the use of educational media.
According to center director
and special education department chairman, Dr. Arthur
Jonas, "through a program of
continuous purchasing, we
have been able to store and circulate a wide selection of the
latest available material." He
added, "the center was a
success last year, and the inquiries to date indicate that it
will again be successful this
year." The continued funding
allow SEIMC to maintain and
expand our program offerings
and services.
The center is located in the
Nancy Thompson Library and
is open:
Mon.- 1:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

Tues.-8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Wed.-8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Thurs.-8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Fri.-8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Reader's Theatre
Presents:

Still Late
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
& REFRESHMENTS

The New Jersey Public In- $1.50 per semester. This
terest Research Group (PIRG) money will be used to fund a
is a non-partisan, non-profit full time group of profesorganization designed to ex- sionals. Students on each campress the views of college stu- pus will elect a local board of
dents in "New Jersey. PIRG directors · and this board will
may become the most ambi- elect from their membership a
tious project of student statewide NJPIRG Board of
organization ever attempted in Directors. PIRG of Washingthe United States. Its main ton D.C. will not have any
purpose of existance is to en- control over the local group.
courage students of form and A student elected board of
finance, and also direct groups directors will control its own
of full time professionals to en- team of professionals advogage in research, citizen ac- cated.
Brent English, of Washingtion, and litigation on behalf
of the public interest. PIRG ton's office, spent four days
plans in the future to aid in touring New Jersey's cam"academic relevance" by pro- puses. At Newark State his
viding an opportunity for stu- speech held in the Little Theadents to participate in various tre met with little student resprojects which advocate solu- ponse. Therefore he went over
tions to public interest pro- to the dormitory where he met
a small group of women who .
blems.
General areas of concern were interested in the cause he
will include environmental stood for and who are now
degradation and pollution; sex working here at Newark State
and race discrimination; hous- for the N.J. Public Interest Reing problems; inequality in search Group. The group is uncity services; consumer fraud, der the leadership of Leslie
false and misleading adver- Wolff who resides on campus.
They hope to expand the protising, and general corporate
gram at N.S.C. for the betterirresponsibilities.
ment of all students. Students
NJPIRG will be financed by interested in working for
assessing the regularly en- NJPIRG may contact Leslie
rolled student at the rate of Wolff at the dorms.

CORDLESS MASSAGER
DHp pulsating vibrations bring
massaging relie& to achjng ·muscles,
stimulates circulation. Battery
operated. U nbrealcable ·- 7" long
U1e1 2 "C" batteries. $6 w/1>.tt.
Add Ss sales tax Elva Co. P. 0. Box
-2 •• 71 ~, San Francisco, Ca~ 94124"

NU SIGMA PHI'S
1st ROAD RALLY OF 1971-72
SUNDAY,OCT.31, 12:30

Anyone interested in visit-

ing the center or requesting additional information may telephone (201) 527-2225.

"SATURDAY"

NOVEMBER&

by Kathy Gurdon

A Halloween Production
"The Vampire"
Thursday
O_ctober 28, 1971
Coffee House Hex Room

Leave from Short Hills Mall.
Any type of vehicle welcome.
$3 per car (inc. driver & navigator)
Dash Placques for all
Trophies for 1st & 2nd place.
FREE BEER AT END POINT
Tickets on sale in College Center Building
or from any Phi Brother
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Trutla cannot be /orcetl but must be allowed to plead /or itself ...

COMMENT:T_his week the INDEPENDENT
features two guest editorials concerning two major campus issues. Dr. Nathan Weiss gives his
viewpoints on the bond issue, as opposed to
those of Student Org. 's and Gene Fizler sheds
some light of the great CCB concert dispute.

ON THE BOND
by Nathan Weiss
On the November 2 ballot in New Jersey is a
Ths bonds money will not go for the construcpublic question that if passed will provide tion of residence halls as many students think.
Newark State College with ove $7.5 million for That money comes from an entirely different
capital improvement and construction.
source, and is selfliquidating. The successful
This election you will have the opportunity, passage of the bond issue will also mean that
many of you for the first time, to exercise your the badly needed medical college will be comConstitutional right to vote. From the $7.5 mil- pleted, and highe education throughout the
lion slated for Newark State College, $4.5 mil- State can begin to answer the challenges of prolion will go fo the construction of a new aca- viding space for New Jersey students.
demic complex and expansion of the Library,
Student Governments throughout the State
$2 million will go for badly needed site improve- have endorsed the Bond Issue, recognizing the
ments, landscaping, raod, walkways, improved critical importance it holds for the future. The
lighti ng, and one million dollars will go for the Evening Student Council at Newark State has
re-novation of existing buildings. With the pas- also issued its statement of support. The issues
sage of the bond issue, Newark Statte can ac- here transcend partisan politics, and I urge each
comodate an additional 1,000 students and pro- of you to vote yes on the public question.
vide for new curriculum offeings in the liberal Newark State needs and deserves you support,
arts and science, education and cooperative pro- as do the students throughout the State.
grams.

A MATTER
OF INTEGRITY
by Gene Fixler
Newark State through its College Center
Board has been fortunate the past few years to
sponsor one of the large, well-rounded rock
concert programs in the metropolitan area.
While many colleges have been forced to
eliminate and curtail artists' relations, we have
expanded the frequency and quality of our
events. It now appears that we too, are at the
crossroads 'in the area of rock, whereby the programs will continue or perhaps be significantly
modified because of a degenerating assumption
of responsibilities on the part of our students.
The major area of concern and the keynote of
all other problems is the matter of ticket-purchasing. All of the concert tickdts for the rock
shows are subsidized by the student activities
' fee to the tune of 70% or more. In other words,
the recent POCO show which had a $2.00 ticket
price would have required an' $8.00 price per
ticket in order to break even, The tickets for
this major event, by tradition, sold exclusively
on campus, to our students who were registered
in the IBM ·roster, with no outside advertising
pemitted. Because of the apparent demand,
tickets were limited to two tickets per student in
order to satisfy as many prospective NSC student purchasers as possible. Even with these
limitations, both shows were sold out two
weeks in advance, and many NSC students subsequently requesting tickets were unhappily
denied admission.
The night of the show, many of the ushers,
student government people, and staff, found
themselves outraged at the extraordinary number of students from other colleges and the
many high school kids in attendance. Many of
these people were being subsidized by your fee
and were riding free on your coat tails. Perhaps,
even more important, they were rooking, you,

BITTER
TEARS

To the Students of Newark
State:
Congratulations on your
concern about America's politics.
In the last two weeks, six
speakers have appeared on
campus; a Republican for
Sheriff of Union County, on
Thurs. Oct. 14, at 1:40, three
Independents running for the
assembly, also on Thurs. at
8:30 and two Republican candidates for the assembly on
Tues. Oct.19at 1:40.
The total attendan ce?
About 18!
Money spent to rent busses
to carry students to register in
Essex County-$640.00.
Number who used them- 0.
A Union Township Clerk
was brought to campus to let
Union County residents register.
Number registered -about
125.
This terrific record was compiled on a campus with about
4,000 students, and will undoubtedly inspire the candidates, who support student
backed issues (to quit) and
those who oppose them (to
laugh).
Tom Heyns '72
Chairman, College
Young Republicans.

DOUBLE
WHOOPIE
Dear Editor:

evasion of libel, staff). Am I .to
assume that one of the parties
making and denying allegations if LYI NG? Is there no
source more authoratative
than those at hand? Let's not
make it a personal battle. If
the INDEPENDENT truly
feels committed to informing
the students, I suggest it arrange a face-to-face interview
amo ng the two parties, request
some proof, or appeal elsewhere. So far, our president
"suspects". We must assume
the accused innocent until
proven guilty. But, that's no
reason to wait for the sky to
fall. If we have no access to information leading to positive
proof, let's quit reprinting
soggy allegations and deniels.
Keep the matter alive in the
mind of the students? Research it farther, then.
Part Two. Our fiasco for
freshmen elections. Better luck
next time. But, luck alone
won't solve it. You can't force
people to vote but they must
have something to vote for.
Students did not have adequate opportunity to meet
with the candidates. · The
"frosh table" was a good
scheme, but too random, on
too small a scale. The candidates did not have adequate
time to prepare themselves. Instead of merely selling their
qualifications, candidates
should be able to hold forums
to discover what their constituents want, and align themselves according to their
priorities. There was little distinction among candidates to
observers. Also, it's a shame
that we must narrow down
candidates with such an early
primary. (Hence, so few have
b
h
f
~en able to meet t em,. so ew
• will vote, and so few will cont I th
It ) A I ·t th
ro e resu. s . s wn e, e
fnals are bemg run. No Comment.
Barry Cohen '75

This one's a double dip.
Two. Two letters in one. (No,
· t) S
h
no t b rea th mm s . ome ow,
I've been vaguely touched by a
. .
?
fantasy (or 1s 1t real.) that the
INDEPENDENT has someth· t
b t th b k
mg o say a . ou
e o.o store. Please, it's about time
for some responsible journalism. So far, I have read 3 articles with the same information. It's about time to know
the truth about the bookstore.
On October 28, the primary
(Does it pocket a profit or
election
for the council will
not)? I haven't spoken to Mr.
Pocaro personally, but have take place. "Oh no, not

the NSC students out of your seats. These peopie with a minimal amount of allegiance to the
school and adherence to our guidelines regarding behavior and smoking in the TP A were
heavily involved in attempts at ticket-passing,
scalping of ticket prices, and to a lesser degree
noisemaking and smoking during the concert.
It is obvious how they gained admission to
the show. Either tickts were purchased for them
by students at the collge or sold at inflated
Continued on page 14
prices by profiteering NSC students. Eithe approach is pathetically unethical and unfair to
the student.s at the college. ven more important,
The opi nions expressed In signed columns of this newspaper do not
the successful attempts to cajole, influence, and necessarily
reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor ls ·anythlng printed In this
inteest major talents to play in our bandbox at paper, unless directly noted as such, to be taken u officlAI policy or opinion of
non-percentage flat rates appears ludicrous if the college. •
Editor-in-Chief: Edward Naha
we end up playing for the teenyboopers of New
Managing El!itor: Joan Minneci
Business Manager: Rich Hempel
Jersey. The latter goup is pobably most respon- News Editors .................................................Carol Doyle, Betty-Wetzler
sible for the isolated but apparent smoking Assistant News Editor ....................................................Dianne Anninio
which continued throughout the POCO perfor- Feature Editor ....................................................................Sue St. Pierre
mance. Many of these same :people insulted the Assistant Feature Editors ...............................Jan Dalziel, Patti Ann Lee
guest artists, by flinging epithts and chicken- Copy Editors ........................... . Laurie Hayes, Lois Mattson, Mike White
shrieks towards the direction of the stage. They
Lynn Schroeder
probably were too busy cackling to hear · Sports Editor....................................................................Michael Cleary .
Jonathan Edward's memorable put-down.
Photography Editor .............................................................. Ed Mulkeen
On a final note, we have been warned by the Advertising ..................................................................... Carolyn Hughes
local fie dept. authorities that the will no longr Advisor ........................................................................ Jarnes Jandrowitz
issues warnings about the smoking in the audi- Staff .... .......................... Susan Cousins, Josephine Jinks, Ricki Kociuba,
Ken Graf, Joann Boyer, Jean Lizerman, R.C. Kluger,
torium area. They will simply exert thir granted
Janice Androkovitz, Bob Burkhardt, Lois Abate,
authoity to close up the TPA and the show
Nathalie Sullivan, Beth Goodtree, Al Malawka,
within it, if we cannot control our own behavJudy Magliaro, Jim Kalb, Maureen Goger, Sharon McHale,
ior. A test-case for all of the above will be fothKathy Gurdon, Jan Furda, Sheralyn Welch, Bob Caplin,
· coming at the CCB's next suprise show; an allBob .Stark, Lena Welner, Karen Lacey, Joanie Starrett,
British review featuring "Yes" and "ProcolMarty Egan, Nancy Magliaro, Harriet Lichtenstein, Carol Soltanoft
Haum". Tickets will again be subsidized and
Vera Anne Auletta
availabl only to NSC students.
Published every Thursday of the academic year. Deadline for material is
Please wise up and cooperate; if not, then
publication.
you will be th cause of chucking years of work the Friday prior toOFFICES:
College Center - Phone: 355-0174
Member
United States Student Press Association
out the window!
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BETRAYED BY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Head south on route 9 to a
world that has remained the
same since the l 700's. Kentucky and Tennessee are only
as distant as your mind. Cut
over to the west via route 70 to
the, Wharton Tract. Let some
air out of your tires and fill up
with gas, because maybe you
won't come back. Look at the
cranberries a11d always green
spruce. Pick out any intriguing looking road on your
left side. The way will change
from lane to path, scratches
will mar your acrylic laquer.
Far in the woods away from
everyone, a haven for the misfits and enemies of society,
fifty miles from Philadelphia
and seventy-five from New
York, is a region that has been
known since the seventeenth
century as the Pine Barrens.
Tories fled into the pines
during the American Revolution.
Also
during
the
eighteenth century, when the
farmlands of western New Jersey were heavily populated
with Quakers, the Pine
Barrens served as a catch
basin for Quakers, who could
not live up to the standards of
their strict codes. A Quaker
named Ridgeway, for example, was brought before the
Quaker grand jury in West Jersey and found guilty of working on the Sabbath. He was
- exiled to the pines, where
Ridgeways live in numbers today. Many young Quakers
went against their religion by
fighting in the Revolutionary
War, and when they were no

longer welcome, so they built
themselves cabins in the pines.
Sure glad south jersey has
gone an becum cibilized. Today in the central area of the
Pine Barrens, the forest land is
so undeveloped, that it can be
called wilderness. There are
only fifteen people per square
mile. This area, which includes
six hundred and fifty thousand acres, is nearly as large as
Yosemite National Park. The
people who live in the Pine
Barrens are concentrated
mainly in the next issue
goodby.

'F""E'E

"IN EVERY WOMAN'S
LIFE THERE'S A JAY
GATSBY ... .... " and so Paramount Pictures will probably
herald its forthcoming production, the screen version of F .
Scott Fitzgerald's "The Great
Gatsby," starring Ali McGraw
hopelessly miscast as Daisy
Buchanan. Nick Carroway
will probably be played by
Clint Eastwood and we
wouldn't be surprised if
Robert Redford won the title
role. The film will most likely
be directed by Otto Preminger, the music score composed
by Andre Previn, and the costumes designed by Edith Head.

Continued on page 6
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NIGHT
OF THE
LIVING-DEAD
plus

FREAKS
OCT. 31
T. P. A.
.

NSC STUDENT I.D.
ADMITS STUDENT
AND ONE GUEST

and Garfunkel. Hear Simon
and Garfunkel sing "Catcher
in the Rye" theme song
"Young and Sensitive, Sensitive and Young" on Columbia
Records. A Universal Production. Rated R.
"GREECE-BEFORE
CHRIST AND AFTER
RUSS MEYERS ..... "
"The Oddyssey" starring
Raquel Welch as Helen of
Troy, Charltn Heston as
Odysseus, Roddy McDowell
as Paris, with Carroll Baker as
Circe, Michael Parks as Telemachus, Lee Remick as Penelope, Kirk Douglas as the Cy-

\lalJ~il'r'1

COLLEGE CENTER
BOARD
PRESENTS: .

SUNDAY
7:45 p.m.

This may be a sign of things
to come. Soon we may be
stumbling across blurbs announcing the following artistic
endeavors:
"FIRST THERE WAS
LENNY. THEN YOSSARIAN. NOW MEET HOLDEN ..... "
"The Catcher in the Rye" starring Beau Bridges as the
young and sensitive Holden
Caulfield., Kim Darby as Jane,
co-starring Walter Matthau as
the professor and introducing
Randy Paar as "Sunny."
Screenplay by Buck Henry,
directed by Mike Nichols, and
music composed by Simon

,,
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BETRAYED
Continued from page 5

clops, Michael J. Pollard as
the Swineherd, and a special
appearance
by
the
Golddiggers as the Sirens of
Lesbos (the Golddiggers appear courtesy of "The Dean
Martin Summer Show.") Produced and directed by Russ
Meyers, music composed by
Lalo Schifrin. A 20th Century
Fox Release. Rated X.
"WHAT DOES A BLACK
MAN
WANT
WITH
GUINEA TRASH? ...... "
"Othello and Desdomona"
starring Sidney Poitier as
Othello, Candice Bergen as
Desdamona, Jack Palance as
Iago, Lee Marvin as Cassio;
and Agnes Moorehead appearing as Emelia. Directed by
John Huston, music composed by Alfred Newman. A
Paramount Picture. Rated
R. . .if you wanna see it baby,
you better bring your mama.
"THE ULTIMATE RIPOFF.. ..... "The Passover Plot"
Starring Peter Fonda as Jesus
Christ, Dennis Hopper as
Peter, Karen Black as Mary
Magdalene, Jane Fonda as
Veronica, Robert Walker Jr.

as Judas, and Anthony Quinn
as Pontius Pilate. Special appearances by Jennifer Jones as
Mary and Liza Minnelli as
Salome (the dancer.) Music
composed by Elton john.
Directed by Dennis Hopper.
Original idea conceived by
Peter Fonda, produced by
Dennis Hopper, screenplay by
Peter Fonda, edited by Dennis
Hopper, photography by
Peter Fonda, costumes designed by Dennis Hopper,
Peter Fonda produced by
Henry Fonda. An AmericanInternational Release. Rated
GP.
Other films in the works:
"Walden Pon" adapted
from the book by Henry
David Thoreau, starring
Richard Burton as Thoreau
and Elizabeth Taylor as a lady
visitor.
"The Rhyme of the Ancient
Mariner" starring Gregory
Peck as the Captain and
James Stewart as the Wedding
Guest. Special appearance by
Joan Crawford as Fate, and
Albatross created through the
sensitive artistry of Burr Tillstrom and his friends.

THE

FREE U
PRESENTS
SPEED
READING
FREE UNIVERSITY
presents
SPEED READING at
N.S.C.1111

Would you like to triple your
reading speed? Several people
have expressed interest in having a speed reading course on
campus. In order to get the
Evelyn Wood Speed Reading
Course at N.S.C., we first have
to find out how many people
are seriously interested and are
willing. to pay a small part of
the already reduced fee. If Free
University receives an adequate
response, we can definitely establish the course. Please respond by returning the following form to Lyn or Marla in the
Student Activities Office, College Center no later than Thursday, November 4th. Booklets
are also available in that office
which describe the Evelyn
Wood Course.

Name _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone# _ _ _ _ _ __

FINE ARTS

STUDENT □
FACULTY □

DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS

AN
AFRICAN
ART LECTURE
IN
VAUGHN-EAMES
112

OCTOBER-26,
1971

AT
1:40-2:55 P.M.

lecture
Presented

IN KEEPING WITH THE
INCREASING INTEREST
IN THE NON-WESTERN
ART OF THE WORLD, WE
ARE P.LEASED TO ANNOUNCE A SPECIAL LECTURE ON THE ART OF
THE
WEST
GUINEA
COAST OF AFRICA WITH
EMPHASIS ON THE ART
OF THE DOGAN TRIBE OF
MALI. MALI IS A COUNTRY WHICH IS RIGHTFULLY PROUD OF ITS RECORD AS ONE OF THE
"GREAT EMPIRES" OF
BLACK AFRICA, AND OF
THE NEIGHBORING CITY,
TIMBUCTU. IN ORDER TO
ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THIS AREA OF
AFRICA, AND MORE PARTICULARLY, OF ITS EXTRAORD IN ARY
ART,
PROFESSOR J. NEWTON
HILL WILL SPEAK TO
-' STUDENTS AND INTERESTED MEMBERS OF
THE FACULTY OF NEWARK STATE COLLEGE.

e most
eaning(ul Semester
ou'll ever spend ...
ould be the one on
orld CamP.US Afloat
a

hrough
transfer format, more than 5,000
tudents from 450 campuses have participated
or a -semester in this unique program in inter•
ational education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively . . . and give you a better chance to
make it-meaningfully-in this changing world.
You 'll study at sea with an experienced cos
mopolitan faculty, and then during port stop
ou'II study the world itself. You'll discover that
matter how foreign and far-away, you have
lot in common with people of other· lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;
e've done our best to bring it within seach o
most colle1e students. Write today for Ire
tails.

can, s-r tmtl witll emit fer ttac
IIIIIMllilllstmln.

FOR SALE
'69 Plymouth Barracuda
Fastback; 318 C.I. engine,
Hurst 4-speed, P.B-., P.S
S., AM-FM, console, deluxe interior and a folddown rear seat that gives
you 7 feet of room in back
for __ ing. That's camping, but, if you didn't think
it was something else,
don't bother calling-You
are too young to drive!
$1500
245-2427
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by Frank Imbriaco

The U.S. Performance Scene
Thanks to tricky Dick's G S have become heavy and
economic wizardry (?!) it laden with air conditioning
looks as if those of you who and whai not ...Luxury not
decide to purchase a new car speed is. the scene. Chevy has
before Nov. 13 can save a tidy come up with several intersum upwards of 200 dollars .. if esting packages in the bodies
Congress so decides to drop of the NOV A, Camaro,
the· ax on the Federal Excise Chevelle, and of course CorTax. This should make up for vette with engines ranging all
the money many have lost due the way to the earth-moving
to the wage price freeze-. Nice 454. One last thing, look out
try Dick, but not everyone is for any white Le Mans' this
buying a new car.
year - They'll be boasting up
The 72's are out, full of their to 455 cubes in a lightweight
"new and standard innova- package. Tough!
tion". BLAH. This year the
Expect to see several new
line between mini, midi, and and interesting packages from
maxi is even greater and sub- the mini's. Chevy's Vega offers
com l acts are getting the most a slick looking and performing
attention while performance "Yenko Turbo Stinger", Mermodels have been de- cury retains the successful
emphasized to almost nonexis- Comet G T, and American
tance. Both literature and T.V. Motors has managed to shoeadvertising barely mention horn a 304 V-8 into the
performance cars of any type. Gremlin.
Recall, if you will, the one adThose mentioned make up
vertisement on T.V. where the the bulk of what few vestiges
kid pulls into his driveway are left to us from the super
with
a
super-modified car era. Many will say that the
Javelin ... G.M.C. 671 super- game is over and buy family
charger and all. Or how about cars. Those who can't hack
the one where junior lends the new car payments, insurance,
keys to his new 1969 SS 396 etc. but are still gung-ho perChevelle to dad, warning him formance will probably revert
to be home by twelve. All of to what an automotive genius
this gone thanks to high insur- recently termed "going underance, pollution requirements, ground". They'll perfo~m
and a guy named Nader who modications with the equiphas a lemon for a head as ori- ment available through speed
ginal equipment. They've shops, add some sweat, and
made impractical a mode of Presto! It wails! Wonder how
transportation that was once many of 'the earlier compact
the only way to fly. Boo on and intermediate cars could be
· unfair idiots!
getting vitamin injections by
Being that this is a perfor- dropping in all out engines
mance oriented column (I ranging from 327 to 454 cubes.
think), I won't bother to extoll It is very likely that they could
the virtues of the new Mercury · all beat the insurance rap for
Montego or Dodge Coronet, performance cars and at the
rather what looks like a poten- same time d rive wicked street
tial performer in stock or machines. Several off-hand inmodified condition. America stallations that would work inMotors is caught in a money clude dropping a 327 / 350 into
squeeze and has limited perfor- a Chevy II or a 396 or better
mance to the Javelin with both yet 454 in an early G.T.O.
a 360 and 401 c.i.d. engine and Combinations are virtually unthat's that. Chrysler has put to limited, but before installation
rest the famous 426 Berni, but check out room for attendent
offers what looks like to bw steering, exhaust, and mount
the most potent engine in 72, assemblies.
namely the 440 six pack. It
Either way, hang in because
will be offered in both the we'll win out. Guys like Nader
Road Runner and Charger, will probably direct their ire at
but forget this one in a Duster, Florida mango growers for
Demon, Challenger, or Barra- • leaving the smudge pots burncuda. They're limited to a 340, ing beyond five or something.
period. Fords hottest combo
looks like the BOSS 351
CO.FFEE HOUSE
MUSTANG. Good-bye 429,
you'll probably find a home in
one of Ford's tractors as you
earlier deserved. Looking at
G.M., the Pontiac G.T.O.,
Olds 442, and Buick Skylark

WE NEED HELP

OR -ELSE?

Boy, we could sure use some
typists at
The Independent. .

BALUM
Rock & Roll for hire
call Jan

686-3516

I wonder who'll volunteer? Hmmm ... ·

Hey, boys and girls! Halloween is gonna be comin' up real
soon. The night when all the
obnoxious little people go out
trick or treating. Ain't you ex, cited about that prospect? Just
think (if you're capable of it),
some of you persons reading
this article won't even have to
go out and buy scary masks.
(You ugly people know who
you are!) You're the ones that
never go out on dates and who
don't even show up at our illustrious Frat parties. It's really a
shock for you when someone
says that you're good looking.
Well, fear no more! I've got a
plan! Something that will give
you the feeling of being
wanted, something that will ·
make you feel that you're contributing to the betterment of
society.
IMPORTANT! All you
ugly people show up at the Independent office today at College Free Hour and get ready
to help The Cause. (Wondering what this "Cause" is, huh?)
You ugly people are certainly
inquisitive, aren't you? Well,
here is the plan: What I propose to do is to RENT YOU
OUT! Any person wishing to
"RENT-A-GHOUL," will
simply come in and look you
over and depending on how
ugly you are (on a special Ugliness Scale which I've devised),
will be able to RENT YOU
OUT! for a minimum fee of
Five Dollars. I get 2.50 of this
because remember, without
me you people (!) would not
only remain UGLY, but you'd
also have no purpose in life.
I'm giving you that purpose!)
It must also be stated that ano-

DO YOU BUY

LEATHER?

Sure you do, and now with
the Grand Opening of the
Leather Garage you can get .
at factory outlet prices, the
highest quality, most distinctive, unique leather
hides and sides in all colors,
weights, and textures. Make
it yourself, or have someone
make it for you! We have
gorgeous garment cowhide,
velvet touch suedes, beautiful belt hides for Jackets,
Vests, Pants, Purses, Boots,
Belts, etc., and as a special
getting to know you offer a
free bag of leather pieces
for watchbands, chokers,
patches, etc., will be given ...
to everyone who presents
this Ad to us. So, come and
meet us at:

THE LEATHER
GARAGE

317 Oraton St. Newark
For Info. Call 485-4211
Hours: Tues.I Sat.
10:00 a.i-n . to 6:00 p.m.

ther reason for my asking this
fee is that ·contributions towards my car have not gone
that well and I have to get this
money somehow.
(Hey,
uglies-you're purpose is now
three-pronged instead of the
original two!) Things are looking better and better for you
all the time. Anyway, back to
the "Cause."
You can probably remember that when you went out
"trick or treating," the kid
with the ugliest costume usually got the most praise from
his peer group and from the
persons to whose house he
went to. Remarks like, "Wow!
That's the best costume I've
seen tonight," and, "Boy! You
almost scared me out of a
year's growth," always were
heard when you came to some~
one's house. Wouldn't you enjoy helping some little boy or
girl garnish the same praise as
you did? After all, when you
reach this age, you're supposed to be concerned with
aiding young people. THIS IS
YOUR CHANCE!
So remember, bring your
ugly facial features to the Independent office during Free
Hour and "make someone
happy, just one someone
happy" and you'll benefit for
it.
Phantom of the Opera types
are desperately needed. Remember, you deformed-misshapen-grotesque-macabre
types know who you are! I'll
be seein' ya on campus. If, perchance, I shield my eyes or
quickly turn my head when
you approach, I hope you'll
understand why.
When SKIING
Mt. Snow-Stowe
KIiiington
Jay Peak-Waitsfield
New Hampshire
Upper New York
Pico Peak
Getupto15%off
on LODGING
K-A-S ski discount club offers
you this & more: special consideration on sales & rentals
of equipment.
only$4.00tojoin
If you ski 3 days this season your investment will be
made over!
Send check or money order
to K-A-S Ski Club, Box 2684,
Muhlenberg
Station.Plainfield,
New Jersey 07060, or see your
local ski club .

Enclosed is! _ _ _ __
No. of memberships
Mr. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mrs._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Miss _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ __
Sponsor (if any) _ _ __

READER's

MEN: PART-TIME
To be trained for the
job of sales manager and
eventually sales di rector.
Fantastic earning potential. Must be presentable, intelligent, and ambitious. No investment.
Only serious applicants
need apply. Call 686-1906
before 11 A.M.
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anew kind of
theatre experience

THEATRE
Next meeting : Thursday,
October 28th
Willis 100.
1:40-3:00

FIRST OF
A SERIES

A HALLOWEEN PAST
One of these nights, in the
very near future, parents all
over the U.S. are going to be
running back and forth to the
sound of their doorbells, like
someone who has taken one
too many "Ex-Lax." Yes,
everyone, it's Halloween time
again, and to get you in to the
spirit of things, here is a little
yarn which you can read while
you are ducking for apples
with your honey-bunch.
It is October 31, and you are
ten years old. You just finished putting on your original
masterpiece of a costume, and
now you are spreading burnt
cork all over your beardless
little smoocher. You gather up
your little sister, (pain in the
ass that she is), and you head
out into the chilly night air.
Everyone is out tonight, because tonight is Halloween. A
time to load up on all that free
candy and Wrigley gum, (the
gum mothers hope their children will bring home this Halloween so that they can hand
it back out!) You head toward
the end of the block and start
ringing the hell out .of · the
doorbells.
First on the list is Mrs.
Crabtree, (nice name isn't it?).
Ring, ring, ring....
"C'mon you old buzzard,
we know you're in there."
Well, after standing there
for ten minutes, calling the
dear old lady various nasty
names, you join up with the
rest of the gang, and go on
your merry way. (She probably would h~_ve slipped you a
razor blade if she had opened

the door, anyway).
Everything goes superdupe, except for a couple of
eggs thrown by the local hard
guys. You feast on your take
for three weeks, and the stores
feast on their profits from the
"Pepto Bismol" they sell.
Brings back memories,
doesn't it? Soon many of you
will be taking your own kids
around the neighborhood to
go trick or treating. When
your little ones bring up the
question that every parent
dreads answering, don't tell
them that the reason we celebrate Halloween, is because
Dorothy's house was swept up
by a tornado, and fell on the
wicked witch of the west, killing her (except for her magic
slippers), and everyone rejoiced by dressing up and parading around. You know your
children always know more
about the subject than you do.
Tell them the truth. You don't
know the truth? Oh, c'mon,
everyone knows about that!
Just so you don't run into an
embarrassing situation, I'll fill
you in. (And I thought this
was going to be an easy article!!)
Back a couple of centuri_es
ago, over in Great Britain,
lived the Celts. They were
pagans (polytheistic), and had
many retigious festivals. One
of the most important of the
Celtic festivals was Samhain.
This festival celebrated the
end of the summer, and was
observed at the end of October.
Everything went off well,

until the mighty .Romans invaded Britain. It just so happened that the Romans celebrated a holiday called Feralia, which fell the day after
.Samhain. So logically, the
Romans called the n1ght
befor~, Halloween, or all hallows eve.
The Romans, believing the
superstitions of the heathens
(uncivilized people), believed
that Halloween was the time
when goblins, fairies, and
elves were active, and witches,
ghosts, and spirits roamed the
earth. (We don't believe in
those things, though, do we?)
Year after year, the holiday
was observed, but as time
went on, people began to
doubt the heathen superstitions. Eventually, it became a
time of merriment and parties.
It spread to many countries,
and each country put in its
share of special events.
Now, instead of hiding from
the ghosts and spirits, we parade around dressed up like
them. It's all done in fun, and
everyone has a good time (except the ghosts, goblins, and
parents).
Now that you know the
truth, you have no excuse to
tell your kids about Dorothy.
So, when October 31 comes
around, don't worry about
that man to man talk that
every father goes through.
Just show him this story and
you'll have an agreeable answer to a disagreeable question.

by Ed Naha
Remember when monsters
were a regular part of your
diet? Remember scurrying off
to the local theater for those
Saturday matines? Watching
Zacherly's Shock Theater?
Chiller Theater? Buying
FAMOUS MONSTERS OF
FILM LAND? If the answer to
one or more of the above mentioned queries is "yes", this article should be made to order
for your tastes.
With the recent success of
2001, PLANET OF THE
APES, and (gasp) NIGHT OF
THE LIVING DEAD, horror
and science fiction films have
begun . to regain the stature
they so rightly deserve. After
all who can honestly deny that
the
original
films
of
FRANKENSTEIN[ DRACULA and KING KONG
were not true pieces of art
Americana. The roots of
horror/ fantasy film go back to
Thomas Edison's FRANKENSTEIN and the German
classics including
THE
GOLEM and Fritz Lang's
METROPOLIS.
This series will attempt to
tip off our chiller fans to films
that may not get the attention
of much hyped and terribly
trite
ANDROMEDA
STRAIN. For one reason or
another, for instance, THE
ABOMINABLE DOCTOR
PHIBES has escaped the
attention of the general public.
This American International
film boasts some of the most
imaginative imagery and
whimsical plot twists seen in
some time on American
screens. Briefly, the plot concerns the efforts of Dr. Anton
Phibes (Vincent Price), a rich
mechanical genius and former
vaudevillian in his bizarre vendetta against the members of a
surgical team he believes to be
responsible for the death of his
beautiful wife.

Set in the early 30's Dr.
Phibes abode is a Calgari like
structure brimming with early
cinima house design, mechanical dolls, over sized music
boxes, and eerie ballrooms.
Aided by the mysterious Vulnavia (Virginia North), Phibes
determines to send each doctor to his (or her) death by implimenting the ten curses of
the Pharoah found in the Old
Testament.
In a grisly and yet fascinating series of scenes, Phibes
destroys his victims one by
one in flashes of maniacal brilliance. One surgeon, Dr. Hargreaves (Alex Scott) is met by
Phibes at a costume party and
given a helmet shaped like the
head of a frog. A mechanism
in the head-dress causes it to
contract, crushing the victim's
head . Other unwary MD's
meet their doom by being
drained of blood, being
trapped in an airplane with
rabied rats, meeting a bronze
unicorn head first falling into
the clutches of a deep freeze
machine, and having their
flesh picked clean by ravenous
locusts.
Kidnapping the son of Dr.
Vesalius, the head surgeon
(Joseph Cotten) proves to be
his undoing. The finale includes a Phantom of the
Qpera-ish climax, along with
an acid bath or two. All in all,
a well done film and one of
Price's better efforts of late.
Another AIP film soon to
be released combines a semiPhantom theme, with Edgar
Allan
Poe
atmosphere.
MURDERS IN THE RUE
MORGUE, a bastardization
of the Poe story, stars the excellent character actor Herbert .
Lorn in an Erik-like role as
Marot, a demented killer who
disposes of his victims by scarring them horribly with vitriol.
(For those of you not in the
know, ·Erik refers to the main

character in The Phantom of
the Opera). The only thing remaining from the Poe story apparently is the name of the
street and little else. Aided by
his dwarf sidekick (Michael
Dunn), Marot terrorizes a
theater company which presents horror shows to the public. Seeking to vindicate himself, he stalks the killer of his
old flame (Lili Palmer), a murder that he was unjustly convicted of. Jason Roberts portrays Caeser Charron owner
of the acting troup and perpetrator of the aforementioned
crime.
The main theme of the film
is vengeance with Marot slipping in and out of dark places,
playing cat and mouse with
the entire acting crew. Tension
mounts as Marot races against
both time and the police to attain his gruesome goal. This
one looks like it could be a
very taught thriller, to say the
least.
Two other AIP films that
will hopefully be around soon
are the chilling THE HOUSE
THAT SCREAMED and
BLOOD AND LACE. THE
HOUSE THAT
SCREAMED could possibly
be one of the most chilling
tales since VILLAGE OF
THE DAMNED and THE
BAD SEED presented their juveniles weirdos to the screen.
The story exposes the goings
on in a girl's correctional
school in southern France. Besides having to put up with the
antics of the iron handed mistress (Lili Palmer) and her
strange, Peeping Tom son, 15
year old Luis (John Moulder
Brown), the girls are panic
stricken when one by one their
fellow students begin to disappear. We won't give away the
rest of the plot (whew! it's a
beaut.), but we'll only say that
the little darling son has something to do with the goings on.

APE COUPLE IN TROUBLE

BLOOD AND LACE is
another thriller set in a girl's
orphanage which houses
killers and sadists. · The
heroine, Ellie (Melody Patterson), is sent there after her
mother and lover are bludgeoned to death in bed one
night. Ellie then comes in contact with the tyranical owner
of the mansion, Mrs. Deere
(Gloria Grahame). The rest of
the film pits Ellie against all
the sordid characters in her attempts to escape. This one
could have possibilities.
One film that definitely does
NOT have possibilities or anything for that manner is YOGMONSTER FROM SPACE.
Billed with Dr. Phibes at lo.cal
theaters, this Japanese film
reaches new heights in mediocrity as men in octopus, turtle,
and lobster suits roll over in
sand and knock over tinker
toy trees for a couple of hours.
Maybe it's their way of getting
back at us for Pearl Harbor.
At any rate, it smells to high
heaven.
The last film we'll speak of
this time round is indeed one
of the best of the current crop,
ESCAPE
FROM
THE
PLANET OF THE APES.
This 20th Century Fox release
may indeed be the strongest of
the series (CERTAINLY
OVERSHADOWING THE
RATHER TRITE
BENEATH THE PLANET
OF THE APES), as emphasis
this time round is on plot and
suspense, rather than on visual

effects.
ESCAPE FR OM THE
PLANET OF THE APES
continues the story begun
three films ago in PLANET
OF THE APES, and resumed
in the second picture,
BENEATH THE PLANET
OF THE APES. At the end of
the latter film the world was incinerated in a Doomsday
chain of nuclear explosions.
However, three of the intelligent and articulate chimpanzees, played by Roddy
McDowall, Kim Hunter and
Sal Mineo, sensing the holocaust to come, had penetrated
the wilderness and located the
crashed American spacecraft
which had first brought
modern humans to the apes'
city. They were able to patch
together its electronic gear and
blast off into space a bare few
minutes before the atomic
catastrophe which reduced the
planet to cinders. Flying
swiftly backward through a
bend in time several hundred
years, they splash down off the
Southern California coast.
Their arrival is noted by the
authorities and they are fished
out of the surf. When they remove their space helmets the
Californians see for the first
time that their unexpected visi.tors are simians, not humans.
The astronauts are taken to
Los· Angeles for interrogation,
.and are treated as worldfamous celebrities. They are registered at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel and taken on a
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tour of the smart shops so that.
they might have a servicea ble
American-style wardrobe.
They address women's clubs
and appear on TV. But when
it is discovered that Kim Hunter - who plays Zira, the wife
of
Cornelius
(Roddy
McDowall) - is pregnant,
some scientific leaders have
second thoughts about the intruders and express the fear
that their ability to breed
might eventually pose a threat
to mankind and the society he
has created. The apes retort
that they have come only in
friendship - but mankind has
long feared the unknown, the
inexplicable, and has sometimes wantonly. destroyed it in
order to "protect" himself and
his institutions. The story explores the reactions of the
United States government and
its scientific leadership to this
challenge - and the script
builds to a climax which well
sustains the reputation for surprise and suspense for which
these stories have become
noted.
All in all, it seems as though
monsters are currently on
their way back, mad doctors
are making house calls again,
and killers are performing unauthorized heart transplants
once more. In a time of LOVE
STORY and general shmaJtz,
it warms the cockles of the
heart to see ghouls banding
together to fight off the onslaught of cinematic drack.
Movies are badder than ever.

VINCENT PRICE AS DR. PHIBES

GRISLY BURIAL ALA RUE MORGUE
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FIRST SEMESTER FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES
Open to faculty, students, and friends. Time, date and place information not provided here will be
announced in the next INDEPENDENT and-will be available in the STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

ALL COURSES ARE SCHEDULED TO BEGIN THE WEEK OF MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1971

Aiso: Graphics Photography -Oct. 18
Origami Oct.26

Karen Pfluger Floyd Gardner -

Lin Bachert -

V.E. 308

Mon. 8:00 p.m. -

V.E. 212

Tues. 1:40 p.m. -

Black Women - Jan Jackson Hall. Browsing Room

Coffee House -

Mon. 6:00 p.m. -

Whiteman

Non-Violent Resistance Lounge - Oct. 20

Sue Feld -

Seminar on Concientious Objection 3:05 p.m. - Draft Counseling Office Dina Cetrullo South Gym 118 - Oct. 21

Yoga -

Intermediate - Advanced Guitar 1:40 p.m. -Alumni Lounge -21

Self Hypnosis -Oct. 20

Rock Music 10:40

Don Maroun -

Wed. 12:15 pm -

Sherry Hurwitz -

Alumni Lounge

Wed. 8:00 -

Alumni

Dave Jones -

Bk. Store -

Thurs. 7:00 p.m. -

Transcendental Meditation - Bob Lee - Tues. 1:40 p.m.
Coffee House - Oct. 19 Wed. 8:15 p.m. - Little Theatre
Oct.20

Macrante & Decoupage -V.E.119

---

Wed. 7:30 pm -

Wed.

Oct. 20

Campus School

Dr. David Retty ..- Thurs.

Gary Wlemlk & Bob Haynes -

Wed. 9:25 a.m..-

Tues. 7:30 p.m.
Beginning Guitar -

Phil Green -

Tues. 8:00 pm -

V.E. 119

--

i

\~,
.

--

--
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'
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' -- '"
'
•~

FREE UNIVERSITY.
NAME ................ . ................. : . ....... . ...... . ........ .
ADDRESS •••..••• • .••..•...••• . •.•••••••.•.••• . ••.•• • •.••••..•.••
COLLEGE MAILBOX • . ...... • .• . • . .• • . . . . . : •. TELEPHONE ..••..••.••.••••.••,.

- ·- . I..

... COURSE TITLE ..................................................................................... .

-

r

j

ALL COURSE OFFERINGS ARE DEPENDENT ON INTEREST AND NUMBER

It -

OF APPLICANTS

l1i:..11_.;..

I

-

-

•
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Program: Thematic Microlab
Time: Mondays, 3-5 PM

Trainer: Gene Fixler
Location: Coffee House

Program: Exploration of Sexual Identity

Program: What is (',allege Teaching?
Time: Tuesdays. 4-6 PM

Trainer: Marcella H..aam
Location: Alurmi Lounge

Program: Men's

r.onstiousness Raising

Trains: Ed Jutt.r
Loanion: Councelint Offia

Time: Tuesdays, 6-7:30"PM

Location: Alurmi LOUftll

Program: _Need Fulfill~ent
Trai,-: Rhoda Feigenbaum
Location: Coffee Kouse

Tame: Fridays, 1:30 P.M.

Explore 11 • series of experiential training programs designed to help lndlvlduala develop their abilities and qualltles.

.Program: Expkn
Trai1WS: Marcella Hllllam and Don Maroun
Time: Wedneldlys. 3:30-6:30 PM
Location: Alumni Lounge

Explore programs make use of a variety of human relationtechniques to Implement group goals: psycho drama, rule
playing, sensitivity excerclaed, movement and relaxation.

Program: Search for Identity
Time: Fridllys. 3-5 PM

Trainer: Bob Byrd
Location: Counceli111 Office

Program: Group Experience
Trainer: ,.,_.,. H...m
Location: CoffN Houa•

Trai.-s: Marilyn lrlbeck and Don Maroun
Time: Fridays, 1-3 PM

Tnne: Thundavs. 3:30-5;30 PM

Explore 11 open to everyone ••.drop In.
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CAN MAN REPLACE VIVISECTION?
A seldom mentioned fact
that arises during the controversy over the validity of animal vivisection is that many
man-made devices have already been used to replace animals in experiments. Anti-vivisectionists and other who have
fully investigated these possibilities realize that the welfare
of mankind will not be determined by any of these experiments, for most of the tests
that could be done have been
done, but by new methods,
such as machines and cultures,
that have been proven more
economical, faster, and far
more accurate than the clumsy
and often brutal methods now
employed by laboratory researchers. And more importantly ,experts arenowquestioning the effects that schoolconducted and home experiments have upon young, undeveloped minds.
The biggest breakthrough in
medical research is the use of
androids, or robots that
respond to stimuli as though
they possessed nerves. Schools
such as the University of
Southern California Medical
School make full-time use of
androids that bleed, breathe,
cough, vomit, react to anesthesia, etc. But there is no pain
involved; no living creature
suffered. These machines are
computer-controlled and can
train medical students in threequarters the usual time .
Another example of a painfree device is the ''training
torse" developed by a Montreal-based company which
trains medical personnel. This
model also has the ability to reproduce heart patterns by
means of a library of recorded
magnetic tapes. There is even
an android existing for dental
students which says "ouch"
and jerks its head when a
"nerve" is struck. The possibilities are endless and must be investigated if we are to progress
into a more technological but
humane society.
The development of more
complex computers gives hope
that this will allow man to explore new·ways to cure disease
with maximum accuracy and

limited suffering. Mathematical equations can represent almost all aspects of human physiology and most physical conditions can be reduced to symbols or figures .
Such combinations may be
programmed into a computer,
with immediate results possible. The chance of error is
severely reduced. Scientists at
Florida University sought
more exact quantitative reactions while drug testing and
through the use of a computer,
an exact predication was
given, a feat impossible with
animals.
Even cultures ·developed in
the lab have proven invaluable
because of the short duration
needed for results. Scientists
obtained brain tissue from a
harmlessly derived fetus and
cultivated it in a flask, and
proved that it exhibited the
...,,,.,,, ..., ....

,•---

........

. ..

•

.

same electrical activity shown
by an EEG obtained from the
brain of a living monkey that
suffered extreme agony.
Although many states have
passed legislation that would
prevent the seizure of impounded animals for laboratory use. Congress is now reviewing a bill that deals with
practices which many psychologists feel have devastat:
ing effects upon the minds of
young children. Representative Jerome Waldie (D-Calif)
has proposed that the government withheld Federal funds
from schools which allow experiments
on
animals.
Everyday children are encouraged to preform experiments which blind, starve, sufficate; mutilate, and kill defenseless animals. Countless
mice and frogs and even larger
animals like rabbits suffer un-

der the scalpels of unprofessional "surgeons". Prizes
and monetary grants are
awarded to children who
maim animals for science
fairs. For example, a newspaper in Arizona reported the
winning experiment done by a
girl who blinded sparrows by
removing their eyeballs,
starved .several birds until they
died, and subjected them to
electric shock punishments if
they were unable to find food .
Children are being taught that
animal death is insignificnat.
A second-grade class in California was made to watch a
gopher snake swallow a white
mouse. This is teaching children to be future peace-loving
and non-violent American citizens? Instead, young people
are being instilled with a sense
of insensitivity, almost delight,
in the plight of the helpless.

.,,, ' ;

·Twow~)/$~tb.cure , . . ·.
numismatic deficie.ncy·.

WANTED
PIANO PLAYERS for full
time rock band. Must be serious, have equip. and SING .
Call 686-7080 or 688-1916
after 4' o'clock.

A CURE FOR
DRU G ADDICTION!
HEAR THE YOUNG
PEOPLE FROM

TEEN CHALLENGE

(New York City)

SUNDAY,OCTOBER31~
2:30 P.M.
ST. JAMES CHAPEL
40 S. BROAD STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
(201-352-4318)
The

Public is Cordially
Invited

One of the most vivid high
school memories was the time
my biology teacher crucified a
frog and cut open its chest so
that the class could see its
heart beat. The invaluable
lesson from all this was that
frogs have hearts. I also remember one boy who got such a
big thrill out of watching the
little creature suffer. I bet he's
getting ready for the big seal
slaughter this February.
This article was written not
just as a report on the status of
animals but as an earnest plea
for the humane treatment of
all living creatures, not only
those in POW camps and Attica, but for those helpless and
trusting beings whose existence have been made pure
hell by that "superior" species
called man.
Next: The ordeal of the
seals.

byphon~:
During times like these, all of us suffer from numismatic
deficiency. Or, to use the vernacular, a sho rtage of bread.
But, good fortune is yours if you remember these two simple
ways to save money when calling from your, rc:>om phone.

ONE. Dial your own calls. Most rates on calls are lower
you dial yourself without operator assistance.
TWO. Dial during bargain calling times. For example, on
weekends, or after 7 p.m . weeknights, for directly dialed calls
within New Jersey. And on weekends, or after 5 p.m. weeknights, ·
for directly dialed calls to other states.
·
So ~ hen you call home next time, dial the call yourself during
discount hours. Then tell your parents how you' re saving them
. .. before
ask for
··
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COLLEGE
CENTER
BOARD
PRESENTS:

"Great movie making.
The Perrys' best film!

Superbly theatrlcal performances •.••
Carrie Snodgrass wlll surely receive
the crltlcal praise she deeply deserves!"
-Roger 6rNRapun, N. Y. Tlma

••something fresh and new which bllste~
the current scene. The best of the six
Frank Perry has made. Frank Langella
- kes a st rt"k"mg f"II m debuti."-Hoills
Alpcrt.
ma
Saturday Review

"Holds up the unsparing mirror to the
New York •rrlaae. You don't have to admit
how much of ft you recognize but a lot
ol it Is than. Richard Benjamin Is brilliant!"

_...,....,,...

diary

of a mad
housewife
a fr.-nk perryfllm
starring

richard ben jam in
,frank langella
carrie snodgres_
s

· screenplay by eleanor perry
from the novel by sue kaufman
.
produced and directed by frank perry
a universal picture· technicolor•

Thurs.
T.P.A.

Oct. 28

7:45

NSC. I.D. ADMITS
STUDENT
PLUS ONE GUEST

Faculty and Students
Come to the Course and
Faculty Evaluation meeting
November 4, 1971 in Willis
Hall, Room 100 at 1:40.

National Corporation expanding in this area has
a need for part-time help.
Hours can be arranged to
fit your schedule. Write
to Box 2131-R, Morristown , New Jersey 07960
for
interview
appo intment.

by Martin Egan
they can possibly be. The sec- viously displays the heavy afImagine John Lennbn. ond side starts off with a typi- fect McCarthy has had on LenThen imagine John Lennon re- cal Lennon social statement
leasing an entire album of type song entitled, "Gimme nons life otherwise the infergood solid music. Nice Some Truth." Observe the ences made of McCarthy
thought? Well that's what you beautiful and also typical Len- wouldn't have been made so
derogatorily. One short song
should find upon listening to non mind at work:
follows
and the album ends up
the album. Right from the be· "I'm sick and tired of
with
~ track now being played
ginning the album starts off hearing things from
strong and remains so
uptight-shortsighted-nar- on AM radio entitled, "Oh
Yoko," a very enjoyable and
throughout.
rowminded hypocrites
bouncy little tune.
"Imagine", the title cut and
All I want is the truth
Looking at the musicians
opening song gives us some of
Just give me the truth
Lennon's latest philosophical
No short haried-yellow bel- we fnd all sorts of people
popping up for example Nicky
beliefs and outlooks as well as lied son of tricky dicky
Hopkins, George Harrison,
being a well written song. The
Is gonna' mother hubbard
Klaus
Voorman, King Curtis,
visions being conveyed are soft soap me
Joe and Tom Badfinger, Alan
really beautiful ones. The next
With just a pocketful of
White and of course can't forthree cuts remind me of mater- hope
get the Flux Fidlers.
ial which is very Beatle-ish in
Money for dope." (Can you
Imagine the possibility of resound. The final cut on this dig that Miss Lee?)
leasing
a lousy album with all
side, "I Don't Wanna be a
Next is a nice love type song
those
credits.
Soldier Mama I Don't Wann~ which is followed by one of
Die," is a somewhat abstract the highlights of the album,
look at different occupational "How Do You Sleep? (Mr.
GODKNOWS
positions and the bring down,_.:;.M:.:c:...:C:.:a::.r.;,:th.:::y~)-;__..:.T.;.:h..:..e__;;s...:.o_n:::.g_o_b_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Salesman-distributor for large selection 8-track stereo tapes,
all kinds,
up-to-date.
1/3 cost of factory tapes.
Send name, address, and
phone. Box 9113 Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87119.

THE FREE UNIVERSITY

WANTED :

Wanted:
Certified lifeguard for Friday evenings from 6:30 to 9:30
during the school year.
Please apply in the Alumni Office (T203) or call
527-2053.
MEN-WOMEN: PART- TIME
Sales personnel. Chance
to earn $50-$100 per week
and more depending on
time you can put in. Selling most promota bl e product ever to hit direct
sales market. Does not
necessarily involve door
, to door work. Other positions availab.e Only serious applicants need apply.
Cal I 686-1096 before 11 :00
p.m .

Mondays
3-5 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
Tuesdays
4-5 p.m.
6-7:30p.m.
Wednesdays
3:30- 5:30 p.m.
Thursdays
3:30- 5:30 p.m.
Fridays
I - 3 p .m.

Thematic Microlab
Coffee House
GeneFixler
Women's Conscientiousness Alumni Lounge
Raising
Black Women's Group
Whiteman Hall
Lounge
College TeachingMarcella Haslam
Men's Consciousness
Ed Butler

Alumni Lounge
Counseling Office

Explore - Don Maroun
and Marcella Haslam

Alumni Lounge

Group ExperienceMarcella Haslam

Alumni Lounge

"Exploration of Sexual
Identity"- Don Maroun
and Marilyn Irlbeck

Alumni Lounge

3 -5 p.m.

Search for IdentityCounseling
Boy Byrd
Office
TPA Capacity Seats 950- NSC I.D. admits 2
- First Come First Seated
Program Subject to Change - Consult the "Independent"
L:,__.:::._ ___:__ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - : : ~ -
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SOUND AND FURY
Continued from page 4

another election!" some of you
are saying to yourselves. Well
this is what I have to say to
you, don't talk to yourself.
But, seriously, this is too important to kid about. Already
after 5 weeks of school, many
of my fellow freshmen, and
myself for that matter, are dis' cussing and
complaining
about the inadequacies of
Newark State. As a council
member, I will try my best to
represent those of you that
have something important to
say towards bettering our stay
here.
If you would like to discuss
what is on your mind, you can
meet me at the Frosh Table.
But remember, I can't do anything unless I am elected. So
. on October 28, please vote for
me.
Thank you,
Susan Rosenof

TIME
TUNNEL
Could somebody please tell
me what time it i? Yesterday I
had the peculiar experience of
arriving at Willis Hall 2
minutes before I had left the
Library. I began to get suspicious when I had gained 50 seconds walking from the second
floor to the first but I had no
idea that I would set a new
land speed record.
Seriously I don't care what
time NSC think's it is just as
Jong as it is a unified time all
over campus. In fear of serious
personal mental repercusions
if I walk into another class 10
minutes late when I'm actually
5 minutes early. PLEASE
HELP! ANYBODY!
PLEASE!
Wm. Melillo

CONCERNED
Concerned Students of the
Class of 1975:
I am ALICE ANN HOEFT
and I am running for Student
Council. Whep I ran for President of the class I promised
"Leadership for '75." I would
like to continue that promise
as your representative in the
student government.
I want to work for this class
and I will do it in any way possible. I know you must care or
you wouldn't even be reading
this. Please come out and voteeven better-come out and help
us work for this class.
,..
Toward a successful year,
Alice Ann Hoeft
Endorsements
Brian Molloy-Pres.
Eileen Pisano-Corr. Sec.
Ellen Swickle-Rec.Sec.
Class of 1975

FRIENDS,
LOVERS NO
MORE
Dear "N. Weiss":
About "Walking in the
Rain" ... lt wasn't Spring-it was
fall. There was no cool
breeze- it was hot. The leaves
weren't at our feet-they were

•

still green and on the trees.
You've got the wrong jacket,
too. And it wasn't a dream,
but it wasn't you either, whoever you are. Yes, I am real.
What
about
you?
A
COW ARD! How dare you
even say my name once!
The Stranger in the black
suit is a friend now, but it
seems I've gained an enemy or
a rival. What is your problem?
I'd like to meet you Stranger.
I've got a few things to say.
Until when?
Susan Cousins

THANKS
To the Class of'75,
In regard to the elections of
last Thursday, we would like
to thank all of you who voted
for your support. The turnout
was not what we hoped and
worked for; in fact, it was disappointing. We hope this is no
indication of the future interest in our endeavors to help
and better this class. In order
to achieve success, we do need
your support, help and enthusiasm.
Thanks also to the Election
Committee for all you did,
and to Bob Powers, our former "acting representative".
Your help and encouragement
was greatly appreciated.
Thanks Again,
Brian Molloy-President
Mark
McGrath.., V.
President
Ellen Surchle-Rec.Sec.
Eileen Pisano-Corr.Sec.
Kathy Hu~ter-Treas.

INFO
Here's a little information for
everyone: Tuition is on the
verge of increasing. That's
more money to dish out.
There's been rumor that it
may even double.
Sue Cousins

THE
INDEPENDENT
WANTS
YOUI

DATE
MONDAY, NOV. 1st
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
8:00 p.m. - I :00 a.m.
TUESDAY, NOV. 2nd
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m. -3:05 p.m.
I :40 p.m. -3 :05 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
I :40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
4:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.

EVENT

PLACE

Thematic Microlab
Free U: Women's Group
Science Lecture
Coffee House

Coffee House
Alumni Lounge
B104
Hex-Room

Soda! Welfare Seminar
Formal Lounge
Course Evaluation for Students
Alumni Lounge
·CCB Film Series: Flash Gordon
Little Theatre
Trainers Meeting/ Explore
Sloan Lounge
Mass
Coffee House
Aleithian Club
W200
Free U: College Teaching
Alumni Lounge
Rap Session
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Free U: Men's Consciousness Raising Counselling Office
6:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Lambda Chi Rho
Room A, Downs
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Nu Sigma Phi
Alumni Lounge
7:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
Little Theatre
7:00 p.m. -9:30 p.m.
Alpha Theta Pi
Room B, Downs
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
NOTICE:
FRESHMEN VOTE THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3rd
12: 15 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Self-Hypnosis
Alumni Lounge
11 :30 p.m. - 1:40 p.m.
Student Activities Staff Mtg.
Little Theatre
3:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.
Explore
Alumni Lounge
8:00 p.rp. -10:00 p.m.
Free U: Non-Violence Course
Alumni Lounge
8:00p.m. Transcendental Meditation
Little Theatre
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
THURSDAY, NOV. 4th
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
History Club Lecture
Little Theatre
1:40 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Course Evaluation Mtg.
WIOO
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Group Experience
Coffee House
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
CCB Film: Diary of a Mad
Little Theatre
Housewife
8:00 p.m. -1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
FRIDAY, NOV. 5th
8:00a.m. -9:15 a.m.
Fine Arts Mtg.
Little Theatre
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sexual Identity/ Encounter
Alumni Lounge
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Search for Identity
Counseling Office
6:00p.m. -1:00a.m.
SCATEDance
Sections I, II,
Downs Dining Room
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Student Council Mtg.
Room A, Downs
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Lambda Chi Rho
Sloan Lounge
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Coffee House
Hex Room
SATURDAY, NOV. 6th
Hex Room 8:00 p.m. -12:00 p.m.
Coffee House Night/ Class of'73

ARE YOU
·INTERESTED
IN
POETRYt

College Center Board FIim Comm. Pres~nts

ALL NIGHT FILM
FESTIVAL
NOV. 12
7:30 pm to 7:00 am

Prose/?
Art Work?
Photography?
SOWHAT!?!

Dana Deadline Is
the 24 of November

So submit yourself too
dis literairy e_ndeavor.

DANA REVIEW

Tickets will be distributedtwo tickets per NSC I.C.

DEADLINE-

Location of ticket distribution
will be announced next week.

NOV. 24.

List of films will be printed
next week.
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Squires Upset
by F.D.U.
Fullback Nick Carrelle over from the one with just 39
bulled over from the 8 yard seconds remaining in the first
line with 10:50 to go in the half. Bob Montefuseco's extra
game to give the Knights of point provided the margin of
Farleigh Dickinson a come difference as both teams went
from behind 12-7 upset victory into the lockerroom.
over Newark State Saturday
In the third quarter, the
'afternoon. The loss of running Squires could have broken the
back Ron Brown was sorely game wide open, but failed to
felt, as the Squires offense do so. Defensive end J erome
failed to capitalize on Dunn recovered a fum ble givnumerous
scoring
op- ing State a first down on the
portunities that undoubtedly F.D. U. 33 . .. but the drive stalwould have changed the out- led.I
Moments later, in the
come of the contest.
same quarter, the Squires got
From the start it was evi- good field position inside
dent that breaks would decide F.D.U. territory. However,
the game as neither team twice on fourth down the
could generate much of an of- Squires decided to gamble,
fensive threat. T he Newark rather than go for a field goal .
State defense did manage to . . both times they came up
push the Knights deep in their empty handed.
own territory. Twice the
Farleigh Dickinson won the
Squires took possession inside game in the fouth quarter. A
the F.D.U. 40 yard line but · bad snap from center resulted
failed to move it across for the in a short punt that gave
score.
F.D.U. possession on the
The game's first break came Newark State 36 yard line.
in the second quarter when a From there the Knights took it
roughing the kicker penalty in for the score. Nick Carrelis'
gave the Knights a first down run from the 8 provided the
deep in Squire territory. From margin of victory as the two
there, sub-quarterback Bob point conversion pass was
D' Alessio directed a drive intercepted by Walter Lykosh.
toward the N.S.C. goal,
On the ensuing kickoff, Kerhelped along the way by a 15
mit
Clements took the ball on
yard line piling on penalty,
his
own 5 and with great
and a quick w~istle that nulindividual
effort scampere<;I all
lified a Robert Weglarz
the
way
to
the Knights 20. A
fumble recovery. The march
clipping
penalty
nullified the
culminated in a four yard
run
back,
however,
and
plunge by half-back Rich
virtually
eliminated
any
Sposa, giving the Knights a 60 lead with 8:23 remaining in chance for a Squire victory.
the first half. The extra point
The loss overshadowed
attempt was blocked.
some stirling individual perThe Squires finally pushed formances on the part of the
across their first and only N.S.C. defensive core. Joe
score of the afternoon late in Schaffren and Fred Brown
the half, set up by Bob Weg- each had 6 tackles while Bob
larz punt return to the F.D.U. Weglarz and Walt Lykosh
30, and an ensuing penalty added 5 each. Jerome Dunn,
that placed the ball on the 15 in addition to his three tackles
yd. line. After Kermit Cle- also had one blocked punt and
ments picked up a key first one fumble recovery to his credown, Charlie Behm took it dit.

Tennis Team Floors
Jersey City State
As Jersey City was once re- down 6-0 and 6-0. One of the
prieved by a rain-out, they new members to the tea,
were probably wishing the Elaine's sister Rosemary, won
clouds would once again come ,., her sets by scores of 6-0 and 6for a visit, as Newark's Jong 1. Eileen Boyer, freshman,
awaited rematch finished with didn't get a chance to finish
a happy ending. Although her second set as time ran out.
Miss Shiposh, who led the She won her first six games as
team to a 5-1 record last year, Jersey City's girl stood scorelost three players to gradua- less all the way through.
tion, her remaining and new Eileen led 2-0 in the second
players have a promising half.
squad, as all returned with
N.S.C.'s only doubles of the
victories.
day, led by junior Joyce Otte
Sue Schmit, sophmore, and
freshman
Kathy
whooccupies first singles, de- Matthews, was won by scores
feated her opponent 6-0, and 6- of 6-2 and 6-0. Miss Shiposh
I. She was followed by Elaine and the girls are looking for
Claney, also a sophmore, as another victorious season in
she dropped her opposition 6- '72 as they will start practice in
I and 6-0. Playing third March. If this is any indicasingles, freshman Donna tion of what is to come,
Ziegler, posted the only shut- Newark State · is sure to have
out- as her opponent .. weat .. ~ another winning record. · .

It seems that it would be
hard to keep a team organized
when half the players are no
longer with you for practice.
That is the problem that now
faces NSC's field hockey team.
It is once again time for student teaching and all the
Senior's time and effort must
be placed on that. Still, as the
hockey team traveled to Douglass on the 14th of Oct., the
Seniors did not fail Newark,
as their dedication and skill
for the sport helped place
NSC once again in the winners
circle. The Seniors should be
commended for a very fine
game and hope thay will
continue to represent Newark
in the future as they have in
the past.
It was a battling game for
most of the first half, as the offense and defense for both
Douglass and Newark played
very well. It was not until the
twenty minute point that
either team had any evidence

of a score. But after a long
steady drive downfield NSC
scored the first goal. Ellen
Dayon, LI, after missing the
goal by a few feet , finally
placed the ball on target and
fired it in for her second goal
of the season. The half ended
minutes after the goal as the
score read Newark I Douglass
0.
The second half showed
Newark as a defensive squad
as Douglass was held scoreless
throughout the game. Doug-

lass, on the other hand, could
have used some of NSCs
defensive strength when 'Max'
Tullai drove the ball past the
goalie to once again put
Newark on the boards. The
final score of the game was
Newark 2, Douglass 0.
If Newark's JV squad could
have handled the ball offensively, as well as they did
defensively, perhaps the team
would have had their second
victory of the season.

NSC controlled the first
half of the game as Douglass
could not keep possission of
the ball for any length of time.
Newark penetrated Douglass'
territory a number of times,
but were unable to score at
any part. There was little action in the first half, as the
game was scoreless going into
the second period.
During the second half
NSC displayed its defensive
skilJ by holding Douglass
scoreless for the first part of
the period. Newark's fullbacks, Sharon Iwanicki and
Donna Smith, played an excellent game, but unfortunately it
wasn't enough.
Douglass scored with I 0
minutes remaining to post the
only score of the game.
Newark lost to Douglass 1-0.
The JVs record is now 1-2-1.
The squad's next home game
will be Nov. l when Montclair
State will be challenged.

Boosters Nip Kutztown
After waiting two hours for
the bus to arrive and a two
hour ride-and no lunch, the
Newark State College soccer
team beat a very tough Kutztown State team
2-1.
Kutztown had previously lost
only to tough East Stroudberg.
Newark scored first in the
I st period as Bob Von Bergen
headed in a Joe Dunn comer
kick. The score remained 1--0
until late in the third period
when Kutztown knotted the
score. NSC came right back as
Rich Freda took a pass fro·m
Jim Caswell and Newark went
ahead to stay 2-1. In the final
period Kutztown put a lot of
pressure but the defense of
Caswell, Von Bergen, and
Knoth plus outstanding goaltending by Frank Coughlin
kept the Squires on top.
Laughlin played an outstanding game making 19 saves in
all - many very difficult ones.
_Probably
the
most
significant outcome of this
game was the Squires' ability
to play without high-scoring
Peter Alli, and with three
starters: Rich Freda, Ivo
Lekicb, and Bob Dehl; all hurt.

Earlier in the week the
Squires lost a tough game to
Montclair State 11-1 after a 11 halftime score. Montclair
scored and led 2-1 until 6
minutes remained in the game.
They then scored twice more,
one with only 40 seconds remaining to claim a 4-1 verdict.
The entire NSC team played a
fine game.
·
The Squires have three
home games this week which
is a start of a five game home-

stand. At present the squad
has 5 wins and 3 losses.
Soccer Schedule
Tuesday - Drew - Home
Thursday - Southhampton
- Home
Saturday - Jersey City - Home
Thursday - Trenton - Home
Saturday - Marist - Home

Notice
Sportswriters, Typists Reporters Needed
Fame, glory and emotional fulfillment
will be yours.
Contact Mike Cleary, MB #89
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